Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

**Stewards**
J Jones, D Jonas, M Herrmann

**Veterinary Surgeon**
Dr C Doyle

**Race 1**
**G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE**
400m TGM

- A swab sample was taken from the winner MOLLY'S BURNER.
- REALLY GARY was slow to begin. Shortly after the start MOLLY'S BURNER and BLACK DIESEL came together causing BLACK DIESEL to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight STRATHMILL LASS and STITCH 'EM DOC bumped.

**Race 2**
**G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA MAIDEN STAKE**
400m TGM

- A swab sample was taken from the winner EMERLEY BURNER.
- On the turn into the home straight STRAIGHT BLAZE checked around the heels of EMERLEY BURNER. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 3**
**G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**
400m TGSE

- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 4**
**G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**
400m TGSE

- BRAEDALE was slow to begin. On the first turn BOBBIE BUBLE moved down checking VIBRANT LEE, HE'S AUGUSTA LAD and LORENTZ then shortly after LORENTZ stumbled and checked VIBRANT LEE and HE'S AUGUSTA LAD. Entering the back straight BOBBIE BUBLE continued to move down checking BLACK SOMBRERO. On the turn off the back straight VIBRANT LEE and LORENTZ came together resulting in both losing ground and checking HE'S AUGUSTA LAD in the process.
- LORENTZ was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 5**
**SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**
400m TGSE

- On the first turn EMERLEY PHANTOM moved down taking RHYNSTONE BLAKE checking RIO GRANDE and GUSTNADO then PEREGRINE FLIGHT ran onto the heels of RHYNSTONE BLAKE. On the turn off the back straight RIO GRANDE moved down checking GUSTNADO resulting in both greyhounds losing considerable ground.

**Race 6**
**GIDDY UP (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**
400m TGSE

- DUCK YOUR HEAD was slow to begin. On the first turn HOPEY GIRL moved down checking ZETLAND COUNTY. On the turn into the home straight SHINING JEWEL moved down checking GENTLE BURNER, shortly after DUCK YOUR HEAD checked around the heels of GENTLE BURNER causing DUCK YOUR HEAD to run wide.

**Race 7**
**THE BUNYIP (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**
531m TGSE

- On the first turn SHANYLN HAVEN moved out checking HAYRIDE UMP. Along the back straight SHANYLN HAVEN raced wide. On the turn into the home straight HAYRIDE UMP checked around the heels of EMERLEY NERA.

**Race 8**
**GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE**
531m SE

- A swab sample was taken from the winner STITCH 'EM PANDA.
- On the first turn COLLECTING moved out checking EMERLEY JUDGE and PREDECESSOR causing PREDECESSOR to be severely inconvenienced. On the turn off the back straight EMERLEY JUDGE lost ground appearing injured. On the turn into the home straight PREDECESSOR and PRECIOUS TYSON bumped.
- EMERLEY JUDGE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days all tracks.

**Race 9**
**G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE**
400m SE

- ALLEN PAUL and ROTOR BLADE were both slow to begin. Entering the back straight WATTO'S REVENGE moved down checking RIP THE BANDAID. On the turn off the back straight BLUE BLAZE moved out checking RIP THE BANDAID and ROTOR BLADE, shortly after ALLEN PAUL checked around the heels of ROTOR BLADE.
Race 10  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  400m  TGSE

-On the turn off the back straight VELOCITY ANNA moved down onto HURRICANE EVY causing HURRICANE EVY to make contact with the running rail then ELSIE’S CHOICE checked around the heels of BURNING VIXEN.
-HURRICANE EVY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 11  G-SIX SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  400m  SE

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SWEET LEE.
-On the turn off the back straight VELOCITY FLAME moved down checking SKETCHY GUN. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-WRACKMERE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 12  G-SIX GIDDY UP (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  400m  SE

-JUST KENNY was slow to begin. On the first turn OSHKOSH ERNY VEE moved down checking CLARETOWN LILLY. There were no further racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision